Get the VERY Best Picture From Your TV Screen
Hi and welcome from Ben and
Nigel from T and T Digital.
Our one aim as a business is to
bring crystal clear images and
sound to our customers.
Our eBook gives you a lot of
help and advice on how to get a
better TV picture.
You may have just purchased a
new TV, the latest Hi Def 3D
plasma screen or discreet
slimline LED TV or have an
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older model that you are perfectly happy with. Whatever your
TV of choice the picture will only be as good as your aerial,
cable and connections.
If you think the picture quality could be better, you're probably
right and it could be something to do with the aerial, cable or
connectors used. Even if you think it looks fine if your aerial is
not perfectly aligned you may be missing out.
If you're still unhappy with your picture after trying all our hints
and tips call us on 01483 320325 and let us help

Ben & Nigel
So to the first issue...

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
Place the TV where the greatest number of people in the room can
view the screen. Sometimes we see people who simply locate the TV
conveniently close to the wall socket. We find that builders usually put
the socket on the nearest point on the wall to where the cable enters
the room. So if the best spot to view the TV is away from the socket
run a cable or move the socket.

READ THE MANUAL
Yes we know, you get it home, pull the TV out the box and plug it in.
These days TVs set themselves up and then you are ready to go.
However the standard out-the-box settings can be wrong for home
viewing. TV manufacturers tend to use super sharp, over saturated
colours so their screen stands out when compared to the 40 other
screens that are on display in the showroom. This can be all wrong
for your viewing environment at home. So read the manual and set up
the picture, sound and signal for your viewing pleasure in your home.

If you have just spent a few hundred pounds on your TV then
consider spending a little more to ensure it is professionally set up.
Professional calibration requires specialist training and equipment
and can, in some circumstances, lengthen the lifespan of your screen.

Call us 01483 320325 to find out how we can help you get
the most out of your TV no matter what age or size.

THE ANSWER IS BLACK AND WHITE
To make your picture look as good as possible means getting the
contrast perfectly balanced. This means setting it so that your blacks
are as dark as possible but ensuring your whites are still visibly white.

COLOUR ME PERFECT
Use the colour and saturation control sparingly. Do not compensate
for a brightly lit room by over saturating the image, this can lead to
image burn and cause issue with modern TVs. Instead try to ensure
bold colours do not bleed into each other and that people look a
natural shade rather than "fake tan" orange.

CUTTING EDGE
Use your sharpness control to make your picture crisp without
ghosting or double lining (appearing like the edge has two lines).
Check on fast moving images like action movies and sports events
where editing and images move fast.

Call us 01483 320325 if you have a Hi Def TV but do not
have a pin sharp picture

READY? GET SET. GO!
Presets can be useful to get your TV up and running quickly but we
would encourage you to take time to set up the image for your most
frequently watched programmes or films. Some TVs allow you to save
settings per input and some higher end TVs can allow settings to be
saved channel by channel. Whatever you have, a few seconds just
adjusting the picture can add to the overall viewing pleasure,
espacially when using Hi Definition playback.

We have calibration devices to ensure your getting the best out of
your set and aerial signal so call us to arrange a set up and advisory
session in your home.

ALL THAT GLITTERS IS NOT GOLD
We get asked a lot of time "Do expensive cables, with gold plated
terminals make a difference?". The answer is yes... sometimes. If you
have a simple TV with a poorly aligned aerial with a weak signal then
a gold plated cable is not likely to make much of a difference. We'd
sort the other issues out first before investing in an expensive cable.
However a super cheap cable on any setup is likely to be a weak
point and we'd avoid any of the super cheap cables we see for sale
on eBay. They might do short term but if you have spent a few
hundred pounds on a TV and less than a fiver on a cable don't expect
to get the best out of your screen.

We have a range of good quality accessories that we can
supply, call us to find out more. Call us 01483 320325

DUST TO DUST
Electrical equipment attracts dust due to the electro-static build up on
components. Your TV screen should be wiped regularly with a lint
free soft cloth. This ensures it remains clear of dust (and kids finger
prints), using a microfiber cloth that is slightly damp can lift all but the
most stubborn dirt off. Keeping the back of your TV hoovered and free
from dust and dust bunnies will help vent excess heat and prolong the
life of your screen. This is why we recommend, if you have the space,
placing your screen on the wall at a suitable, comfortable height.
We offer full installation service to ensure your TV is correctly
positioned and safely affixed to the wall. We also ensure any wiring,
plastering or making good is done to the highest standard. Call us to
discuss your project, from simple TV wall brackets to full cinema
screening room, we can help you.

CHECK YOUR SOURCE
If you have a Hi Def TV, and a standard def DVD player then you are
not going to be getting the most out of your screen. That may seem
like a very obvious statement but we regularly get asked to improve
the image from standard definition sources. A Hi Def screen requires
Hi Def sources: Blu Ray, X Box, PS3, Hi Def channels can all be
easily input to your screen. Of course they are an additional expense!
Make sure your source is friendly with your HDTV for the best picture
quality. If you are unsure give us a call to get expert advice.

Call us 01483 320325 we'll show you the easiest way to
achieve this. We have a solution for most budgets.

CALL THE PROFESSIONALS
OK, so we're biased here, but to absolutely get the very best
out of your screen and ensure it lasts then call the
professionals. We do nothing but TV installs, multi room
installs, moving, resisting and upgrading aerials and satellite
dishes. We have the equipment to save you hours of messing
about and get the best from your TV quickly.

Give us a call
Ben Tucker 07701 048942
Nigel Teasdale 07967 314471
Landline 01483 320325
We'll give you the benefit of years of hanging of roofs in windy
weather, fixing builders errors, running cables invisibly and
hanging ruddy great TVs from stud walls. If it is a TV problem
you have, we know we can fix it.

